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Super 10 Mock Tests for UPSC
EPFO (Enforcement
Officers/Accounts Officers)
Exam (2020-21) May 28 2020
The Rays before Satyajit Oct
01 2020 In the history of Indian
cinema, the name of Satyajit
Ray needs no introduction.
However, what remains
unvoiced is the contribution of
his forebears and their tryst
with Indian modernity. Be it in
art, advertising, and printing
technology or in nationalism,
feminism, and cultural reform,
the earlier Rays attempted to
create forms of the modern
that were uniquely Indian and
cosmopolitan at the same time.
Some of the Rays, especially
Upendrakishore and his son,
Sukumar, are iconic figures in
Bengal. But even Bengali
historiography is almost
exclusively concerned with the
family’s contributions to
children’s literature. However,
as this study highlights, the
family also played an important
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role in engaging with new
forms of cultural modernity.
Apart from producing literary
works of enduring significance,
they engaged in diverse
reformist endeavours. The first
comprehensive work in English
on the pre-Satyajit generations,
The Rays before Satyajit is
more than a collective
biography of an extraordinary
family. It interweaves the Ray
saga with the larger history of
Indian modernity.
Deeper Than Indigo Jul 22
2022 Deeper than Indigo:
Tracing Thomas Machell,
Forgotten Explorer. A journey
through the Middle East, Far
East and India in search of lost
indigo plantations.
Colour, Art and Empire Jan 16
2022 Colour, Art and Empire
explores the entanglements of
visual culture, enchanted
technologies, waste, revolution,
resistance and otherness. The
materiality of colour offers a
critical and timely force-field
for approaching afresh debates

on colonialism. This book
analyses the formation of
colour and politics as
qualitative overspill. Colour can
be viewed both as central and
supplemental to early
photography, the totem,
alchemy, tantra and mysticism.
From the eighteenth-century
Austrian Empress Maria
Theresa to Rabindranath
Tagore and Gandhi, to 1970s
Bollywood, colour makes us
adjust our take on the politics
of the human sensorium as
defamiliarising and
disorienting. The four chapters
conjecture how European,
Indian and Papua New Guinean
artists, writers, scientists,
activists, anthropologists or
their subjects sought to
negotiate the highly
problematic stasis of colour in
the repainting of modernity.
Specifically, the thesis of this
book traces Europeans'
admiration and emulation of
what they termed 'Indian
colour' to its gradual
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denigration and the emergence
of a 'space of exception'. This
space of exception pitted
industrial colours against the
colonial desire for a massive
workforce whose slave-like
exploitation ignited riots
against the production of
pigments - most notably indigo.
Feared or derided, the figure of
the vernacular dyer constituted
a force capable of dismantling
the imperial machinations of
colour. Colour thus wreaks
havoc with Western
expectations of biological
determinism, objectivity and
eugenics. Beyond the cracks of
such discursive practice, colour
becomes a sentient and
nomadic retort to be pitted
against a perceived colonial
hegemony. The ideological
reinvention of colour as a
resource for independence
struggles make it fundamental
to multivalent genealogies of
artistic and political action and
their relevance to the present.
The Collected Short Stories
Jan 04 2021 Best known for his
immensely popular Feluda
mysteries and the adventures
of Professor Shonku, Satyajit
Ray was also one of the most
skilful short-story writers of his
generation. Ray's short stories
often explore the macabre and
the supernatural, and are
marked by the sharp
characterization and trademark
wit that distinguish his films.
This collection brings together
Ray's best short stories,
including timeless gems such
as 'Khagam', 'Indigo', 'Fritz',
'Bhuto', 'The Pterodactyl's
Egg', 'Big Bill', 'Patol Babu,
Film Star' and 'The Hungry
Septopus', which readers of all
ages will enjoy.
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Indigo Oct 25 2022 Indigo is a
collection of stories about the
supernatural, the peculiar and
the inexplicable from Satyajit
Ray, one of the best-loved
writers of our times. There are
tales here of dark horror,
fantasy and adventure along
with heart-warmingly funny
stories about ordinary people
in extraordinary situations. In
'Big Bill' Tulsi Babu picks up a
newly-hatched chick from a
forest and brings it home only
to find it growing bigger and
fiercer by the day; in 'Khagam'
a man kills a sadhu's deadly pet
snake and invites a curse which
brings about horrifying
changes in his body; and in the
title story, a young executive
resting in an old abandoned
bungalow for a night, finds
himself caught up in a chilling
sequence of events which
occurred more than a century
ago. Also included here is 'The
Magical Mystery', a brand new
Feluda story discovered
amongst Ray's papers after his
death, and several tales
featuring Uncle Tarini, the
master storyteller who appears
in translation for the first time.
From Mr. Shasmal, who is
visited one night by all the
creatures he has ever killed, to
Ashamanja Babu, who does not
know what to do when his pet
dog suddenly begins to laugh,
the unforgettable characters in
these stories surprise, shock
and entertain us in equal
measure. Indigo is a veritable
treasure trove especially for
those who like a taste of the
unusual in a short story and an
unexpected twist at the end.
Translated from the Bengali by
the author and Gopa
Majumdar.

Satyajit Ray: An Intimate
Master Sep 12 2021 Satyajit
Ray: An Intimate Master is an
invaluable sourcework for
studies in the work of Satyajit
Ray and offers fascinating
reading at the same time.
Specially commissioned articles
by experts and some of Ray's
closest associates, relations
and friends provide insights
into the entire range of the
creativity of Satyajit Ray, one
of the world's greatest
filmmakers—as artist and
designer, writer, and
filmmaker—and the
environment that nurtured him.
The contributions unravel
features never before
touched—upon all those
subterranean elements that
went into the making of his
films and his artistic character.
They should serve to open up
new approaches to and
possibilities for fresh readings
of Ray's works in fiction, design
and filmmaking alike. The 400odd illustrations—several of
them appearing in print for the
first time—bring together a
wide range of film stills,
working stills, book
illustrations, early drawings
and sketches, layouts for
advertisement insertions, film
posters, brochures, portraits,
caricatures, jacket designs,
giving viewers a rare chance of
studying the entirety of Ray's
visual imagination and artistic
craftsmanship. The memoiral,
and analytical and critical
pieces are supplemented by a
comprehensive and thoroughly
authenticated documentation,
covering Ray's biography, a
chronology of his films,
filmography, synopses and
cast/credits, awards and
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honours, his contributions to
works by others, discography,
bibliography, citations received
on several occasions, the text
of his earliest literary work,
reproductions of his earliest
artistic works, and portfolios on
the making of Pather Panchali,
his masterwork, and his
involvement with Sandesh, the
popular children's periodical
launched by his grandfather
that Ray revived in 1961, from
a passionate concern for the
enlightenment of children, a
project that grew to be a
passion of his in his last years.
A selection of reviews of Ray’s
films, national and
international, arranged
chronologically and filmwise
offer a record of the world’s
perception of and response to
his films over four decades, in
historical perspective. The
volume as a whole, the product
of several years’ research, has
drawn on the rich collection of
relevant documentary and
archival material and
memorabilia lying with the Ray
family; and with the
thoroughness that has gone
into its documentation, it will
be, for several years to come,
the most authoritative and
exhaustive and reliable work on
Satyajit Ray. The contributors
include artists Dinkar Kowshik,
Paritosh Sen and K G
Subramanyan, filmmaker Adoor
Gopalakrishnan, musician and
music critic Adi Gazdar, film
critics Gaston Roberge and
Charles Tesson, advertising
and public relations men R P
Gupta and Subrata Banerjee,
social activist Kalyani Karlekar,
and literary critic Saroj
Bandyopadhyay.
Indian Review of Books Apr

07 2021
Complete Adventures of
Feluda Nov 21 2019 Puts
together 16 gripping tales of
suspense and mystery featuring
Satyajit Ray's inimitable
detective Feluda.All of the
Feluda stories that Ray wrote
are now available together in a
two volume set, of which this is
the first. For the first time
ever, the stories are arranged
in chronological order of
composition, and one can note
Feluda's development from an
unkown amateur detective to a
famous professional private
investigatior.
Science Fiction & Fantasy
Book Review Annual Dec 03
2020
Hitlers Griff nach Asien 2 Jun
16 2019 Horst H. Geerken
lebte zwischen 1963 und 1981
in der noch jungen Republik
Indonesien, die sich nach
Beendigung der fast
350jährigen Kolonialzeit und
Ausbeutung durch die
Niederlande im Aufbruch
befand. Neben seiner
beruflichen Tätigkeit für einen
deutschen Konzern bereiste er
intensiv große Teile des
indonesischen Archipels und
wurde so zum Kenner von
Land, Kultur und Menschen.
Immer wieder stieß er sowohl
bei seinen beruflichen als auch
privaten Aktivitäten auf
deutsche, japanische und
indonesische Zeitzeugen, die
die Zeit der japanischen
Besetzung und die Präsenz der
Deutschen Kriegsmarine in
Indonesien noch erlebt hatten.
Das weckte sein Interesse
dauerhaft und später
recherchierte er ausgiebig in
deutschen und indonesischen
Archiven und gewann

erstaunliche Erkenntnisse. Die
Beziehungen des Deutschen
Reichs zum damaligen
Niederländisch-Indien waren
offenkundig viel intensiver und
vielfältiger als bisher
angenommen. Kaum jemandem
ist bekannt, dass Hitlers
Interesse an dem so weit
entfernten Archipel von
Niederländisch-Indien
außergewöhnlich stark war und
dass tausende deutscher
Offiziere und Marinesoldaten in
Ost- und Südostasien im
Einsatz waren. Wer weiß
schon, dass deutsche U-Boote
und Hilfskreuzer während des
Zweiten Weltkriegs bis weit in
den Pazifik vordrangen, oder
dass Hitler die
Unabhängigkeitsbewegungen
in Indonesien und Indien
massiv unterstützte. Viele der
deutschen Marinesoldaten
schlossen sich nach Kriegsende
den indonesischen
Freiheitskämpfern an und
fanden in Indonesien eine neue
Wahlheimat. Der Zweite
Weltkrieg hat das Ende der
Kolonialzeit in Asien und
vornehmlich in Südost-Asien
eingeläutet. Die Rolle, die das
Dritte Reich dabei gespielt hat,
ist nicht zu unterschätzen.
Auch die Zusammenarbeit der
Dreimächte-Achse, besonders
zwischen dem Japanischen
Kaiserreich und dem Dritten
Reich mit all seinen Problemen
wird beleuchtet. Es fand ein
reger Austausch der neuesten
Waffentechnologien statt. Der
Autor hat seine durch
langjährige Recherchen
gewonnenen Erkenntnisse in
den zwei Bänden ‚Hitlers Griff
nach Asien’ verarbeitet. Es ist
eine faszinierende
Dokumentation über einen
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Kriegsschauplatz der
Deutschen Kriegsmarine in
einer Region, die bisher von
Historikern vernachlässigt
worden ist. Die Dokumentation
‚Hitlers Griff nach Asien‘ in
zwei Bänden ist eine
spannende Lektüre, in der viele
historische Fotos und
Dokumente erstmals
veröffentlicht werden. (A.B.)
Satyajit Ray Feb 17 2022
Profiles the life of the Indian
director, and discusses the
making of each of his films
Dinabandhu Mitra Dec 23
2019
Indian Books in Print Jun 28
2020
The Unicorn Expedition, and
Other Fantastic Tales of
India Feb 05 2021 This
collection of magical and
supernatural stories that
feature mild-mannered
characters who confront
elusive but threatening
creatures and eerie warpings
of reality includes "Night of the
Indigo," "Corvis," and
"Ashamanja Babu's Dog"
Science Fiction & Fantasy
Book Review Annual Nov 14
2021
Encyclopedia of Indian Cinema
Aug 19 2019 First Published in
1999. Routledge is an imprint
of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
Blissful West Bengal General
Knowledge for WBPSC, WBSSC
& other Competitive Exams Apr
26 2020
La Nuit de l'Indigo Jun 21 2022
Le charme magique de ces
histoires tient à une couleur,
un rythme, un ton qui n'ont pas
d'équivalent dans la littérature
occidentale. En lisant ces
contes où le surnaturel et le
fantastique affleurent, le

lecteur est porté au comble,
d'un véritable émerveillement.
Celui que l'on a connu dans
l'enfance et que l'on
désespérait de jamais
retrouver. Le voici.
My Years with Apu Jul 10
2021 The absorbing story of
how one of the greatest
directors of our time began his
film-making career 'Ray's
fascinating account of how he
made the (Apu) trilogy and how
his passion for cinema was first
kindled.' -India Today 'Written
in an impeccable style it brings
back memories of an era when
film-making was an art born
out of a love for the medium
and not merely a means to
make money. -Sunday Mail 'My
Years With Apu prompts wistful
thoughts of those other books,
the other Ray masterpieces
that remained unwritten at the
time of the director's death.' Indian Review of Books 'A
swift, detailed, precise
narrative...the story and its
many links still retain, as a
powerful myth of artistic
genesis, their freshness, and
may have acquired a new
significance with the passing of
time.' -The Telegraph
Indigo Aug 23 2022 Spinetingling tales from the other
side of midnight. Indigo is the
mood in this new collection of
stories about the supernatural,
the peculiar and the
inexplicable from Satyajit Ray,
one of the best-loved writers of
our times. There are tales here
of dark horror, fantasy and
adventure along with heartwarmingly funny stories about
ordinary people in
extraordinary situations. In 'Big
Bill' Tulsi Babu picks up a
newly-hatched chick from a

forest and brings it home only
to find it growing bigger and
fiercer by the day; in 'Khagam'
a man kills a sadhu's deadly pet
snake and invites a curse which
brings about horrifying
changes in his body; and in the
title story, a young executive
resting in an old abandoned
bungalow for a night, finds
himself caught up in a chilling
sequence of events which
occurred more than a century
ago. Also included here is 'The
Magical Mystery', a brand new
Feluda story discovered
amongst Ray's papers after his
death, and several tales
featuring Uncle Tarini, the
master storyteller who appears
in translation for the first time.
From Mr. Shasmal, who is
visited one night by all the
creatures he has ever killed, to
Ashamanja Babu, who does not
know what to do when his pet
dog suddenly begins to laugh,
the unforgettable characters in
these stories surprise, shock
and entertain us in equal
measure. Indigo is a veritable
treasure trove especially for
those who like a taste of the
unusual in a short story and an
unexpected twist at the end.
Translated from the Bengali by
the author and Gopa
Majumdar.
Satyajit Ray Oct 21 2019
Sarama and Her Children Apr
19 2022 The Most Recognized
Dog In Indian Myth Is The Dog
In The Mahabharata That
Accompanied The Pandavas
Not Actually A Dog But Dharma
In Disguise. There Are,
However, Several More
References To Dogs In The
Classical Texts. Mentioned For
The First Time In The Rg Veda,
The Eponymous Sarama Is The
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Dog Of The Gods And The
Ancestor Of All Dogs. In
Sarama And Her Children, The
Evolution Of The Indian
Attitude Towards Dogs Is
Traced Through The Vedas,
Epics, Puranas,
Dharmashastras And Niti
Shastras. The Widespread
Assumption Is That Dogs Have
Always Been Looked Down
Upon In Hinduism And A
Legacy Of That Attitude
Persists Even Now. Tracing
The Indian Attitude Towards
Dogs In A Chronological
Fashion, Beginning With The
Pre-Vedic Indus Valley
Civilization, Bibek Debroy
Discovers That The Truth Is
More Complicated. Dogs Had A
Utilitarian Role In Pre-Vedic
And Vedic Times. There Were
Herd Dogs, Watchdogs And
Hunting Dogs, And Dogs Were
Used As Beasts Of Burden. But
By The Time Of The
Mahabharata, Negative
Associations Had Begun To
Creep In. Debroy Argues
Convincingly That The Change
In The Status Of The Dog In
India Has To Do With The
Progressive Decline Of The
Traditional Vedic Gods Indra,
Yama And Rudra (Who Were
Associated With Dogs), And
The Accompanying Elevation
Of Vishnu, Associated With An
Increase In Brahmana
Influence. Debroy
Demonstrates That Outside The
Mainstream Caste Hindu
Influence, As Reflected In
Doctrines Associated With
Shiva And In Buddhist Jataka
Tales, Dogs Did Not Become
Outcasts Or Outcastes.
Drawing References From High
And Low Literature, Folk Tales
And Temple Art, Sarama And
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Her Children Dispels Some
Myths And Ensures That The
Indian Dog Also Has Its Day.
Routledge Handbook of Indian
Politics Mar 26 2020 India’s
growing economic and sociopolitical importance on the
global stage has triggered an
increased interest in the
country. This Handbook is a
reference guide, which surveys
the current state of Indian
politics and provides a basic
understanding of the ways in
which the world’s largest
democracy functions. The
Handbook is structured around
four main topics: political
change, political economy, the
diversity of regional
development, and the changing
role of India in the world.
Chapters examine how and why
democracy in India put down
firm roots, but also why the
quality of governance offered
by India’s democracy continues
to be low. The acceleration of
economic growth since the
mid-1980s is discussed, and the
Handbook goes on to look at
the political and economic
changes in selected states, and
how progress across Indian
states continues to be uneven.
It concludes by touching on the
issue of India’s international
relations, both in South Asia
and the wider world. The
Handbook offers an
invigorating initiation into the
seemingly daunting and
complex terrain of Indian
politics. It is an invaluable
resource for academics,
researchers, policy analysts,
graduate and undergraduate
students studying Indian
politics.
Bengali Offbeat Cinema:
After Satyajit Ray Aug 11
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2021 This book talks of the
Bengali Offbeat genre specially
after the demise of Satyajit
Ray. This book argues with
ample data that on the
contrary, the genre swelled
further in the last 28 years with
over 400 offbeat movies, made
by younger generations
charted new paths.
The Apu Trilogy Jul 18 2019
"I can never forget the
excitement in my mind after
seeing 'Pather Panchali'", noted
Akira Kurosawa. Satyajit Ray's
three films about the boyhood,
adolescence and manhood of
Apu, 'Pather Panchali' (1955),
'Aparajito' (1956) and 'The
World of Apu' (1959) collectively known as The Apu
Trilogy - are established
classics of world cinema. The
Trilogy was the chief reason for
Satyajit Ray's receiving a
Hollywood Oscar for lifetime
achievement in 1992, just
before his death. This book by
Ray's biographer and world
authority Andrew Robinson is
the first full study of the
Trilogy. Robinson - who came
to know the director well
during the last decade of his
career - covers the literary and
cultural background to the
films, their production, their
music composed by Ravi
Shankar, their aesthetic value,
and their complex critical
reception in the East and the
West, from 1955 up to the
present day. Extensively and
beautifully illustrated and a
pleasure to read, 'The Apu
Trilogy' will appeal to anyone
captivated by the unique world
created by Satyajit Ray.
La Nuit de L'Indigo Dec 15
2021 Les onze nouvelles
composant ce recueil revelent
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la diversite du talent de
Satyajit Ray ecrivain. Leur
coloration fantastique
agremente avec bonheur
l'observation de la realite
indienne a laquelle le celebre
cineaste nous a habitues dans
ses films.Khagam fait froid
dans le dos: un homme tue par
betise un serpent, il se
retrouvera quelque temps plus
tard dans la peau de ce
serpent.Dans Patol Babu, un
vieil acteur depasse par les
progres du cinema se berce de
ses dernieres illusions.La nuit
de l'indigo, nouvelle qui donne
son titre au recueil, s'inspire
des souvenirs de jeunesse de
l'auteur pour deriver vers un
etrange recit de reincarnation
et de dedoublement de
personnalite.D'autres textes
pourraient encore faire songer
a Conan Doyle ou Wells, s'ils
n'etaient rehausses par la
fantaisie, la magie du regard
indien.Comme toute nouvelle
reussie, il est difficile de
resumer celles de Satyajit Ray,
dont tout le charme tient a une
couleur, une maniere, un
rythme originaux.
Stories Mar 06 2021 The
Stories Range Widly In Time,
Content And Milieu, Including
Several About The Raj.
Translated From Bengal.
The Complete Adventures of
Feluda Jan 24 2020 Nineteen
gripping tales of suspense and
mystery For readers who
enjoyed the adventures of
Feluda in Volume 1, this
second omnibus volume holds
more delights. Accompanied by
his cousin Topshe and the
bumbling crime writer
Lalmohan Ganguly (Jatayu),
Feluda travels from Puri to
Kedarnath, from Kathmandu to
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London in his pursuit of
culprits; he tracks down
Napoleon’s last letter, a
forgotten painting by Tintoretto
and a stolen manuscript.
Satyajit Ray: The Inner Eye Oct
13 2021 Akira Kurosawa said of
the great director: 'Not to have
seen the cinema of Ray means
existing in the world without
seeing the sun or the moon.'
Martin Scorsese remarked on
Ray's birth centenary in 2021:
'The films of Satyajit Ray are
truly treasures of cinema, and
everyone with an interest in
film needs to see them.'
Satyajit Ray: The Inner Eye is
the definitive biography, based
on extensive interviews with
Ray himself, his actors and
collaborators, and a deep
knowledge of Bengali culture.
Andrew Robinson provides an
in-depth critical account of
each film in an astonishingly
versatile career, from Ray's
directorial debut Pather
Panchali (1955) to his final
feature Agantuk (1991). The
third (centenary) edition
includes new material: an
epilogue, 'A century of Ray',
about the nature of his genius;
a wide-ranging conversation
with Ray drawn from the
author's interviews; and an
updated comprehensive
bibliography of Ray's writings.
India Today May 08 2021
Art Cinema and India’s
Forgotten Futures May 20
2022 The project of Indian art
cinema began in the years
following independence in
1947, at once evoking the
global reach of the term “art
film” and speaking to the
aspirations of the new nationstate. In this pioneering book,
Rochona Majumdar examines
6/7

key works of Indian art cinema
to demonstrate how film
emerged as a mode of doing
history and that, in so doing, it
anticipated some of the most
influential insights of
postcolonial thought.
Majumdar details how
filmmakers as well as a host of
film societies and publications
sought to foster a new
cinematic culture for the new
nation, fueled by enthusiasm
for a future of progress and
development. Good films would
help make good citizens: art
cinema would not only earn
global prestige but also shape
discerning individuals capable
of exercising aesthetic and
political judgment. During the
1960s, however, Satyajit Ray,
Mrinal Sen, and Ritwik
Ghatak—the leading figures of
Indian art cinema—became
disillusioned with the belief
that film was integral to
national development. Instead,
Majumdar contends, their
works captured the
unresolvable contradictions of
the postcolonial present, which
pointed toward possible, yet
unrealized futures. Analyzing
the films of Ray, Sen, and
Ghatak, and working through
previously unexplored archives
of film society publications,
Majumdar offers a radical
reinterpretation of Indian film
history. Art Cinema and India’s
Forgotten Futures offers
sweeping new insights into
film’s relationship with the
postcolonial condition and its
role in decolonial imaginations
of the future.
L'Express Sep 19 2019 Some
issues include consecutively
paged section called: Madame
express.
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Encyclopaedia of Indian
Cinema Aug 31 2020 No
Marketing Blurb
Tour des Lebens Jun 09 2021
Eine Geschichte von
Zusammenbruch und
Durchhaltewillen, von Verrat
und Freundschaft, von
Verzweiflung und Liebe, von
der Hölle der Chemotherapie
und dem Zusammenbruch aller
Lebenspläne - eine Geschichte,
die mit der Rückkehr ins Leben
endet und den Siegen der Tour
de France 1999 und 2000.
Translations of Bengali
Works Into English Nov 02
2020 Bibliography of translated
Bengali imprints into English;
chiefly on Bengali literature.
The Collected Short Stories
Mar 18 2022 The best short
stories of Satyajit Ray Best
known for his immensely
popular Feluda mysteries and
the adventures of Professor
Shonku, Satyajit Ray was also
one of the most skilful short
story writers of his generation.
Ray’s short stories often
explore the macabre and the
supernatural, and are marked
by the sharp characterization
and trademark wit that
distinguish his films. This
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collection brings together Ray’s
best short stories—including
such timeless gems as
‘Khagam’, ‘Indigo’, ‘Fritz’,
‘Bhuto’, ‘The Pterodactyl’s
Egg’, ‘Big Bill’, ‘Patol Babu,
Film Star’ and ‘The Hungry
Septopus’—which readers of all
ages will enjoy. A collection of
forty-nine short stories
Best Of Satyajit Ray Sep 24
2022 Twentyone extraordinary
stories from a master
storyteller For several decades
now, Satyajit Ray’s tales about
unusual happenings and
bizarre characters rooted in
familiar surroundings have
both regaled and terrified his
readers, young and old alike.
Here finally are the very best of
his short stories, available
together for the first time
between two covers. In these
pages, you will encounter—
•The Hungry Septopus, a
carnivorous plant with a
monstrous appetite • Barin
Bhowmick, a kleptomaniac who
is taken back several years by a
chance encounter on a train •
Patol Babu, an amateur actor
for whom a walkon part in a
movie turns into the ultimate
challenge • Bipin Chowdhury,

who seems to be suffering from
a most disagreeable bout of
amnesia • Bonku Babu, a
mofussil schoolteacher who is
visited one night by a friendly
and somewhat awkward alien •
Ashamanja Babu’s Dog, who
bursts out laughing one
morning • Anath Babu, a ghost
hunter who finds himself being
stalked by his terrifying quarry
and many, many more
unforgettable characters This
collection features four new
stories, translated specially for
this volume, including ‘Pikoo’s
Diary’, Ray’s masterpiece about
a small boy’s perception of his
mother’s adulterous affair,
written as a child’s diary. It
also contains all eight short
stories that Satyajit Ray
translated himself into English.
Hilarious and sinister by turns,
this is perfect bedtime reading
for those who like their terror
seasoned with a pinch of
humor, and a collector’s item
for all Ray aficionados.
The Toyota Foundation: Record
of grants Feb 23 2020
Satyajit Ray Jul 30 2020 An
analysis of Satyajit Ray's
contribution as a film-maker
and a literary artist.
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